
 

Protecting Employees can be Challenging 
Instituting a thorough and proper safety plan can be challenging. The workplace 

and job sites can be dangerous places that expose workers to many hazards. It is 
critically important that safety supervisors, managers and employees understand and 
implement the required safety plan, policy procedures and equipment requirements 
necessary to avoid being hurt.  

The following 10 safety concepts will assist in protecting your most valuable 
asset: your employees. 

1. Proper training 

Never just hand a new employee a safety manual and send them out to work. Regardless of 
whether an employee is new or has been working with your firm for years, frequent safety 
training is essential to facilitating everyone’s understanding of his or her role in supporting a 
safe workplace.  

2. Invest in Safety  

Individual employees may not be to blame for an incident; it could very well be a failure of a 
procedure or an uninspected piece of equipment that has failed. Create an atmosphere where 
employees are invested in safety. Initiating a safety reward incentive program can stimulate 
employee interest and prevent workplace hazards and accidents from happening. Be prepared, 
make tool and equipment inspections a daily routine and conduct regular inspections of the 
work area for dangers, no matter how minor they may seem. 

3. Focus  

Companies must be focused on safety and strive to share their vision with employees. Develop 
programs that encourage attention to safety and institute positive changes within the company. 
These changes can lead to a safer work environment for everyone.  

4. Equipment Dangers 

Proper training on pieces of potentially dangerous equipment and /or tools should always 
include training in the proper operation, shutdown and lock up procedures. Employees who 
have not been trained to safely operate or are unfamiliar with the equipment should not be 
permitted to operate the equipment. 

5. Shocking results  

Electrical hazards are sometimes overlooked, but the danger is real. The potential for electrical 
shock from frayed extension cords and buried electrical lines, for example, is a real hazard, 
which can cause severe burns and death. Inspect electrical equipment, extension cords and 



surge protectors and heed the markings for buried electrical lines before you dig. Overhead 
electrical lines are not to be overlooked. Do not permit operation of any equipment, such as 
cranes, fork lifts, man lifts or excavators that can come within 10 feet of an overhead electrical 
line.  

6. Slips and Falls  

Slips and falls are common causes for workplace injury. Proper signage and training can 
significantly reduce this hazard. Where there is a risk for a slip, trip or fall, place the proper 
warning signage, barricades, cones and or caution tape in the area. Employee training should 
include attention to general and specific areas within the facility or job site where slip, trip or fall 
injuries may have occurred in the past.  

7. Personal Protective clothing (PPC) 

Proper footwear is an important aspect of safety.  There is a vast selection of safety-oriented 
footwear. Determine which type is best for your employees’ needs and make that footwear 
mandatory. Proper clothing is also important. Assess the hazards in your facility and job site and 
determine what level of personal protective clothing is required. There are two basic types: 

1) Long sleeve shirts and long leg pants. This is commonly referred to as typical factory 
and construction clothing. (Level D) 

2) * Tyvek suits, rubber gloves, rubber boots, goggles and respirators are referred to as 
HAZMAT PPC /PPE and are considered (Level C). 

* Determine if special PPC / PPE is required for the task the employee will be undertaking. 
HAZMAT training is required for all employees that must work in a (level C) environment. Be 
sure the employee has the proper training and certification/s before he or she performs any 
work where (Level C) PPC / PPE is required. 

  8. Eye protection 

It is common knowledge that safety glasses and/or goggles are needed to prevent physical 
objects and debris from coming in contact with the eyes. However, many occupations require 
glasses that are designed to prevent fumes and chemicals from coming in contact with the eye, 
as well. Assess and research your workplace’s and job site’s particular hazards and needs and 
have the proper safety glasses available for every employee who will be working or potentially 
working in an environment that requires them. 

9. Be proactive  

Ensure that everyone is wearing the necessary PPC and using the required safety protection 
and personal protective equipment (PPE). The company’s safety officer and management must 
be actively involved in ensuring and creating a safe workplace. Hold regular safety meeting 
discussions with employees. Discuss specific trade safety requirements. Learn employee 
concerns and ask for their opinions and recommendations as to what is going well and what 
improvements could be made. The more you involve people in safety, the safer your workplace 
and job site will likely become. 

 

10. OSHA  



OSHA safety standards, requirements and statutes have been developed for worker safety in 
virtually all trades and industries. In the past forty-plus years since OSHA’s inception, there has 
been a dramatic reduction in workplace injuries and deaths. Worker injuries and deaths are 
down significantly, from approximately 38 worker deaths a day in 1970 to 13 a day in 2011.  

However, OSHA safety standards, requirements and statutes can be daunting and sometimes 
confusing. For example, if you are an excavator and dig trenches over 4.5 feet deep, you will 
need shoring, bracing or sloping to protect your employees from cave-ins /trench collapse that 
must work within the confines of that trench. Your safety program/policy must contain proper 
shoring, bracing and/or sloping safety procedures. Your employees must be trained in its proper 
installation and a competent person must be on site. If you have any doubt that your firm meets 
or exceeds all the OSHA requirements for the work your employees will be performing, retain an 
expert who is experienced in the specific area, trade and or occupation for advice. It just may 
save someone’s life. 

Revisit your safety plan and guidelines every year or when job specific health and safety 
plans (JSHASP) are required.  Inspect your workplace and/or job site frequently and perform a 
thorough review of your health and safety program semiannually. 

There are many factors that affect workplace safety. These factors require planning, 
education, training, initiative and implementation. An organization that is committed to safety 
understands and believes in building a culture of safety and implements and enforces their 
safety programs and policies. After all, the best safety program is no good if it is not strictly 
implemented and enforced. 

These 10 safety recommendations are merely a guideline to help you think about how 
you can improve workplace safety practices. Check all OSHA, MNSHA, ANSI and others local, 
state and federal regulations that may be applicable to your specific industry, trade or task. 
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